
CREATIVE WRITING A LEVEL BIRMINGHAM

Course information for prospective postgraduate students on our MA Creative Writing taught masters degree
programme at the University of Birmingham.

Visit us to see our facilities and speak to our staff and students. This will be accompanied by a 3,word essay
placing your work in a critical and creative context. How will this course be delivered? One minute,
one-to-one tutorial with Helen Cross. The module will also provide a grounding in research practices,
including effective library use, the rules of referencing and how to spot and avoid plagiarism. If you are an
applicant currently studying within the Canada we can accept an application from you through the Common
Application. Please note: this course is open to those who would like to start writing a novel as well as those
who are already working on a book. Admission to the course is based on talent, commitment and potential.
What can I do after this course? We are able to make offers which are conditional on you achieving a
particular qualification if you have not yet finished your current programme of study. In your application, you
should use your personal statement to explain why you wish to study this programme, with reference to any
relevant past and present experience you have. Assessment: A 3,word piece of creative writing in any genre,
and a 2,word analysis of the intertextual relationships between two or more of the literary texts studied, with
reference to your own creative writing Dissertation In addition to your taught modules, you will complete a
dissertation. Assessment The programme is assessed by creative portfolios and assignments in all the taught
modules. This will entail an engagement with narratology and with aspects of genre theory and translation
theory, key principles of which will be illustrated through case studies of texts that form part of intertextual
clusters. Learn more about international entry requirements. Please note: There are specific application
deadlines for this programme. The postgraduate experience The College of Arts and Law offers excellent
support to postgraduates, from libraries and research spaces, to extra-curricular activities and funding
opportunities. Thank you. Subjects such as Creative Writing rely heavily upon feedback and editing, so having
the opportunity to gain feedback regularly allows your work to improve gradually throughout your time on the
course. Applicants seeking funding are therefore encouraged to apply in round 1. Student life Define and
refine your discipline at Birmingham: short fiction, the novel, poetry, scripts. This course is open to
International students Discover the School of English Visit our School site for more student work and extra
information. We encourage applicants to submit more than a single piece of work where possible e. Further
information regarding how to apply online can be found on the How to apply pages. The programme will
allow you to develop your own work, your own voice and your own ideas with dedicated workshop time and
opportunities to give and receive feedback to and from your peers. The programme brings together students
who are working in different genres so that you can engage collaboratively across genres before specialising in
screenwriting, playwriting, fiction or poetry for your dissertation. In addition, you will explore ways in which
'reading' in the broadest possible sense can generate ideas, strategies and structures for the developing writer.
Criteria, eligibility, repayment and application information are available on the UK government website. The
lowdown Write Hereâ€¦ in Birmingham will take place on Wednesday evenings in a central Birmingham
venue. HL 5,5,5 to 7,7,6 , or a suitable foundation programme, such as one of our Foundation Pathways. As
we can only make offers to a limited number of applicants, those who receive an offer of a place to study will
have approximately one month to accept their offer, after which time the offer will be withdrawn so that the
place can be offered to another applicant. We have a close relationship with Writing West Midlands, the
literature development agency for our region, which also runs the Birmingham Literature Festival. This course
is delivered at various venues throughout the year. This course is for personal development and is informally
assessed by the tutor with self-assessment and evaluation by the student. Learn more about postgraduate
tuition fees and funding. These Masterclasses are based on the Conservatoire model of music tuition and
involve an expert public close-reading of a volunteered student text. The module will help you to articulate
your personal artistic vision in both formal and conceptual terms. For Dentistry, please see the general entry
requirements listed on the Dental Surgery course page. Join a lively and supportive writing community â€” we
encourage our students to be active within the university and the broader community, and to participate in
readings, festivals, and events, both regionally and nationally.


